
MODEL PAPER…..7
1. While I ………( write)the letter I ………(hear) a knock at the door.

1) Wrote, hear     2) write, heard 3) was writing, heard 4) was writing, was hearing

2. If I were a bird, I ………… ( fly ) in the sky.

1) Will fly 2)shall fly 3)would fly 4) can fly

3. What kind of friend are you ?

1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.

4. Choose the sentences with correct articles

1) Mount Everest is a highest peak in world.

2) A  Mount Everest is the highest peak in the world.

3)   Mount Everest is the highest peak in world.

4)   Mount Everest is the highest peak in the world.

5. He said to the magistrate “ pardon me “

1) He begged the magistrate,” pardon me “

2) He asked the magistrate to pardon his

3) He requested the magistrate to pardon me

4) He begged the magistrate pardon him.

6. The teachers advised raman to work hard

1) The teacher said “ you should work hard Raman “

2) The teacher said “  work hard, Raman “

3) The teacher said “  to work hard, Raman “

4) The teacher said, “  work to, hard Raman “

7. All desire wealth and some acquire it.

1) Wealth is desired by all and acquired by some of all.

2) Wealth is desired by all and acquired by some.

3) Wealth is acquired by all and desired by some.

4) Wealth was desired by all and acquired by some.

8. Who drew the picture? ( change in P.V)

1) By whom was the picture drawn? 3) Whom was the picture drawn?

2) By whom is the picture drawn? 4) By whom were the picture drawn?

9. ‘ Subscription’ terminates with…………..

1) A full- stop 2) a semi – colon 3)  a colon 4) a comma

10. A letter is a………………………..

1) Oral communication 3) verbal communication

2) Non –verbal communication 4) written communication

11. Three soldiers fainted in the heat but were quickly……..by doctor.

1) Brought up 2) Brought round 3) Brought over 4) brought out

12. Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘scintillate’

1) s 2) c 3) t 4)  l

13. Identify the number of syllables in the ‘  curiosity ’
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MODEL PAPER…..7
1) 3 2) 4 3) 5 4) 6

14. Radha Is senior ………..Rajitha 

1) than 2) to 3) for 4) with

15. They had an argument …………the break.

1) in 2)  at 3) since 4)  over

16. Helen at tenyears old, already was reading Braille.

1) Noun 2) pronoun 3) conjunction 4) preposition

17. Okay is the earliest sound that has ever emanated from the human vocal chords.

1) pronoun, adjective 3)  preposition, conjuction

2) Conjunction, adjective 4) conjuction, adverb

18. Identify the correctly  spelt word

1) wepon 2) warior 3) sacer    4)rogue

19. Keats is greater than another English poet ( change in to superlative)

1) Keats is of the greatest English poets.

2) Keats is not the greatest English poet.

3) Keats is the greatest English poet

4) No other English poet is so great as Keats.

20. /d3
 3 : m / change the phonetic transcription in to english word.

1) gem 2) germ 3) gum 4) charm

21. / p l e 3 /

1) please 2) pleasant 3)pleasure 4 ) press

22. “How about going for a walk” this is a……………

1) asking a question 3) making a suggestion

2) Rejecting an invitation 4) asking for opinion

23. In the word ‘ electricity’ stress falls on ……………….syllable

1) First 2) second 3) third    4) fourth

24. Your brother is going for an interview. ( what would you say)

1) congratulation 2) well done 3)have a nice day 4) best of luck

25. Doctors …….a limb when the infection seems to spread to the other parts of the body

1) Cut 2) amputate 3) destroy 4) repair

26. Getting a job in D. S. C is Herculian task ( the under lined word mean)

1) needing no effort 2) very easy 3) not possible  4) needing a lot of effort

27. crux (synonym)

1) square 2) cross 3) inertia 4) gist 

28. Please read my work,………………

1) don’t you? 2) won’t you? 3) will you ? 4)  can you ? 

29. You don’t think I came in here on purpose,
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MODEL PAPER…..7
1) Don’t you? 2) isn’t it 3)do you? 4) can you?

30. choose the word opposite in meaning to the underlined word to fill in the blank.

The mayor won miser but his son was a …………….

1) Wreek 2) generous man 3) spend thrift 4) liberal man.

31. The manager was pleased with Krishna. He gave him prize. (Change into simple sentence)

1) Pleased with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.

2) Pleasing Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.

3) Being Pleased with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.

4) Having Pleased with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.

32. Which sentences is a simple sentence?

1) A man with a bank balance can not understand the lot of poor.

2) A man who has a bank balance can not understand the lot of poor.

3) The lot of the poor cannot be understood by the a man who has bank balance.

4) A man can’t under the problem of the poor because he has bank balance.

33. FIND OUT THE CORRECT SPELT WORD TO THE GIVEN TRANSCRIPTION

/ k nse n/

1) constrain 2) concern 3) consign 4) concession

PASSAGE

For my own part, I have ever gained the nonprofit, and most pleasure also, from the books which have 
made have made me think the most and, when the difficulties have once been over come, these are the books 
which have struck the deepest root, not only in my memory and under standing but likewise in my affections. For 
this point too should be taken in to ac count. We all want to think slightly of that which I cost us a slight effort to 
win. When a maiden is too forward, her admirer deems it time to draw back.

34.The author compares a book to

1)A plant                    2) a flower 3) a maiden                                  4)anadmirer

35.The author derives profit and pleasure from book that are

1)difficult                   2) easy 3)thought provoking.. 4) having deep roots

36.Profit and pleasure come only after

1) the books have struck deep roots 3) the books have made him think.

2)  the initial difficulty has been overcome 4) the books are got for a small price.
 37.The point to be taken in to account is that 

1)anything for which we don’t pay a price is taken lightly.

2)We won’t make effort for what we get

3)Slight effort makes us fell tired

4)we think highly of what we win.

38.A maiden like a good book, should

1)Be easy to approach 3) not easily yield to the admirers.

2)Respond to the admirers 4) be forward before her admirers, draw back

39.Identify the sentence with correct punctuation.

1)I don’t relish coffee, I prefer tea. 3) I don’t relish coffee- I prefer tea.
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MODEL PAPER…..7
2)I don t relish coffee, I prefer tea 4) I don’t relish coffee; I prefer tea.

40.Identify the sentence with correct punctuation.

1.Dr. Raja Shekhar, M.B.B.S 3)  Dr. Raja Shekhar MBBS

2)Dr. Raja Shekhar, M.B;B.S 4) Dr Raja Shekhar M.B.B.S

                                                             

KEY

              1) 3 2)   3 3)   1  4) 4 5)   4  6) 2

7) 2 8) 1 9) 4 10) 4  11) 2 12) 2

13) 3 14) 2 15) 4 16) 4 17) 2 18) 4

19) 3 20) 2 21) 3 22) 3 23) 4 24) 1

25) 2 26) 4 27) 4 28) 3 29) 3 30) 3

31) 3 32) 1 33) 4 34) 3 35) 3 36) 3

37) 1 38) 3 39) 4                 40) 2
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                            DSC EngliSh MoDEl papEr-8

 1.        Venkat  has been _______ since morning
works 2. working 3. work 4. Worked

2. None of his brother ________ clever.
1. were 2. are 3. is 4. Can

3. Choose the sentence with correct articles
1. Ceylon is a island.         2. A Ceylon is an island
3. The Ceylon is an island.   4. Ceylon is an island

4. Tagore is one of  _________ greatest poets in India.
1 a 2. an 3 the 4. No article

5. He said, “Alas I am undone.”
1. He exclaimed that he is undone      2.He exclaimed that he was undone
3. He exclaimed that he had undone   4.He exclaimed whether he was undone.

6. He said to her “May God bless you”
1. He prayed the God may bless her.
2. He pardon that God might bless her
3. He prayed that God might bless her
4. He prayed that God might blessed her

7. In which sentence is the verb in the active voice?
1. It has been recently proved
2. She was known for her talent in music.
3. You have made it easy 
4. I am asked a question.

8. Let him take the book (change in passive voice)
1. Let the book be took by him
2. Let the book be takes by him
3. Let the book be taken by him
4. Let be the book took by him.

9. A paragraph in the body if the letter consists of _________ idea/ideas.
1. one 2. two 3. No 4. Many

10. Colloquial words are used in _____________ .
1.   Social letters     2.  Personal letters     3.Official letters     4.  business letters.

11. _______________ , will you ? Don’t go away.  I shall be back in a minute.
1. Hang about 2.   Hang on 3.    Hang back       4.  Hang up

12. Identify the silent letter from the following word foreign 
1. r 2. g 3. n 4. I

13. Identify the part of Sentence which has an error
Arundathi bought (a) / gold beautiful (b) /  necklace in the shop (c) / last week (d)
1. a 2. b 3. c 4. d

14. _____________ his house there is a small shop 
1. besides 2. by 3. beside        4. At

15. Thousands ________ employees raised slogan  against the government
1. of 2. from 3. among 4. Between
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                            DSC EngliSh MoDEl papEr-8

16. Rajesh is a natural motivator
1. Noun 2. Adverb   3. Adjective 4. Conjunction

17. She made coffee for all of us
1. Noun  2. pronoun    3. Adverb 4. Conjunction

18. Identify the word which is spelt correctly
1. committe 2. commitee 3. Committee 4. Comitee

19. Socrates was one of the wisest Greek philosophers (change in Positive Degrees)
1. Socrates was wiser than many other Greek philosophers
2. No other Greek philosopher was so wise as Socrates
3. Very few Greek philosophers were as wise as Socrates.
4. some Greek philosophers were at least as wise as Socrates

20. We care more for our ______ than our duties. (Choose the correct word)
1. writes 2. rights 3. riots 4. Rites

21. / d3 ^nk /
1 check 2. junk 3. chunk 4. mention.

22. /manu : va / 
1. man oeuvre 2. manual 3. manner 4. Mention

23. Shall we go for a movie to right? “This is _________ 
1. a suggestion 2. a request 3. an offer 4. a permission

24. “What can I do for you? “ This is ___________.
1. Expressing a doubt 2. Offering help
3. Making a request 4. Offering advice

25. As both the girls wanted to play the doll, a tussle   ensured.
(The underlined word mean)
1. Struggle 2. Friendship 3. Envy 4. Enmity

26. Testy (synonym)
1.   Clam 2.     Peculiar 3.    Worried 4.     Irritable

27. Controvert (Antonym)
1.      Change 2.   Accept    3.  Control         4. Deny

28. She doesn’t know Telugu ________ ?
1. doesn’t she ? 2. does she ? 3. will she ? 4. is she ?

29. One should love one’s country _________________ ?
1. should one ?  2.shouldn’t one ?   3.does one ?  4.shouldn’t he ?

30. Looking at the picture, he laughed. (Change into  subordinate clause)
1. He looked at the picture          2.Having looked at the picture
3 .As he looked at the picture     4 .While  he was looking at the picture

31.  Which of the following is a simple sentence?                                        
 1. A man with a bank balance cannot understand the lot of a the poor
2. A man who has a bank balance cannot understand the lot of the poor
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                            DSC EngliSh MoDEl papEr-8

3. A man who had a bank balance cannot understand the lot of the poor
4. The lot the poor cannot be understand by a man who has a bank balance.

There is very little book work in the afternoon.  School is over at about four O’clock and then 
there is a rush to get first into the great  open fields for foot ball.  Out Shantiniketan boys are 
famous every where for their sports and games.  In the evening, at sunset, they return from the 
fields and sit down once more, for a short time to meditate in silence.
As night comes on, fairy-stories are told; short dramas are recited; our Gurudeva’s   songs are 
sung; and the different school – gatherings are held.

32.  In the afternoon there is __________
1.  much work     2. a lot of work 3.  almost no work 4. a plenty of work

33. After four O’clock the boys ……..
1. prefer to play football
2. sing songs
3. meditate in silence
4. listen to fairy tales

34. At sun set the boys at Shantiniketan…………
1. return from the playground
2. meditate in silence
3. recite short dramas
4. sing Gurudev’s songs

35. The noun form of ‘recite’ is _______
1. recited 2. reciting 3. Recitable 4. Recitation

36. Shantiniketan boys are famous for ___________
1. their acting 2.reciting songs 3.their painting4.sports and games

KEY

1  2 21 2
2 3 22 1
3 4 23 1
4 3 24 2
5 2 25 1
6 3 26 4
7 3 27 2
8 3 28 2
9 1 29 2
10 2 30 4
11 2 31 1
12 2 32 3
13 2 33 1
14 3 34 2
15 1 35 4
16 3 36 4
17 2
18 3
19 3
20 2
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MODEL PAPER – 9                                                                                                         
1. He will get good result, if he  _________hard.

1. work 2. works 3. will work 4. would hard

2. If he ___________ (work) hard, he would have passed in first division
1. had worked 2. worked    3.     works 4. was working

3. ___________ stitch in time saves nine.
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. No article

4. _________ book war and peace is very interesting
1. a 2. an 3. the 4. No article

5. “Leave this place ,” said the teacher to the boys
1. The teacher ordered the boys to leave that place
2. The teacher ordered the boys to leaves that place
3. The teacher ordered the boys to leave this place
4. The teacher ordered by boys leave that place

6. He said “May you live long! “
1. He wished that he may live long
2. He wished that he might live long
3. He wished that he will live long
4. He wished that he would live long.

7. Choose the correct Passive Voice
Are they speaking truth?
1. Was the truth being speaking by them?
2. Is the truth being spoken by them?
3. Was the truth being spoken by them?
4. Are the truths being spoken by them?

8. This book was written by  Rama (  Choose the correct Active Voice.)

1. Rama has written the book
2. Rama wrote this book
3. Rama writes this book
4. Rama is writing a book 

9. ‘Leave letter’ is a _______________.
1.  Personal letter 2.   Official letter 3.   Business letter    4.  Social letter

10. Identify the correct answer
1. Yours faithfully,  2. your’s faithfully, 3.Your’s faithfully, 4.Yours Faithfully,

11. Latha _________ and cried when she found that she had failed in the examination
1. broke up 2. broke out 3. broke down 4. broke into

12. Identify the silent letter/s in the word Psalm  
1. P 2. l 3. m 4. P ,l.
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13. The news about the arrival of the actor_________very fast in the village.

1. distributed 2. spread    3.   flowed  4.   Rumored

14. Mrs. Radhika watches E TV ________ Gemini  TV.
1. besides 2. beside 3. with 4. From

15. She was tired_______ the work
1. with 2. of 3. from 4. In

16. The angry boy broke the toy.
1. Preposition 2. Adverb3. Adjective 4. Conjunction

17. Ajay often  plays with me.
1. Preposition 2. Adjective 3. Conjunction  . Adverb.

18. Identify the correctly spelt word.
1. monkies 2. suggetsion 3. evidant4. Frequent

19. Find out the part of the sentence which has an error
    I was shocked to hear(a) / that his father (b) / died of an accident (c) / No error (d)

1. a 2. b 3. c 4. d

20. Ravi Varma  was one of the most famous painters (Change into Positive Degree)
1. No other painter was so famous as Ravi Varma.
2. Ravi Varma was more famous than any other painter
3. Ravi Varma was more famous than many other painters
4. Very few painters were as famous as Ravi Varma.         

 21.  /l3:kIh/
1. lacking 2.lurking 3.locking 4.Linking

22. / ind3^nk n /
1. Interjection 2. injunction 3.injection 4. Interaction

23. One of your friends has been ill for one week (What would you say to him)
1. you get treatment 2. you go to doctor
3 .you had better see the doctor  4. you take medicine

24. “What a melodious Voice S.P Bala has ! “ This is __________.
1. a criticism 2. a statement 3.  a suggestion 4. a praise

25. Don’t buy things you don’t need.  It’s waste of money starts the sentence with “ It’s 
waste of money” the  remaining  words are  _________.
1. to buy things you don’t need             2.to bought things you don’t need.
3. for buying  thing you don’t need 4. buying thing you don’t need

26. She  stood  at  the  entrance  timorously  when the  dog  at  barked  her.   (The 
underlined word mean).
1. Happy 2. Timid 3. Conscious 4. Relaxed
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27. Slander (synonym)
1. Aspersion 2. Praise 3. Insult 4. Blame

28. The food served at the official dinner was very bland    .(Antonym)
1. inedible 2. spicy 3. nutritious 4. Tasty

29. You will be working in college, __________ ?
1. will you ?   2. won’t you ?   3. would you ? 4. Wouldn’t you?

30. Tamanna looks very beautiful, _____________ ?
1. isn’t it ? 2. is she  ? 3. isn’t she ? 4. doesn’t 
she ?

31. They hope that next week they will know their result (simple  form)
1. They hope of knowing their result by next week 
2. They are hoping of knowing their result by next week.
3. They hope to know their result by next week.
4. None of these.

32. All employees are sure of hike in their salaries ( complex form)
1. All employees are sure that their salaries will be hiked.
2. All employees are sure therefore their salaries will be  hiked.
3. All employees are sure so their salaries will be hiked.
4. All employees are sure of hiking their salaries.

33. Why is Raju still in bed ? He should get (Start sentence
 with it’s time ______________
1. It’s time Raju will get up
2. It’s time Raju gets up.
3. It’s time  Raju got up.
4. It’s time Raju should get up.

The train was on time; Mrs.Tickoo picked up her suitcase and got into a first-
class 

Compartment.  There was a woman with a baby in the compartment.  Mrs. Tickoo put 
her suitcase under the seat and sat near the window.  Just then, a boy and a girl 
rushed up.  The girl cried, “We nearly missed saying goodbye to you” The boy said, 
“Our car broke down fifty yards from the station – and we ran all the way! “ Where is 
your  mother  ?”  asked Mrs.  Tickoo,  “She can’t  run  like  us”  said  the  boy.   At  that 
moment, the guard blew his whistle and waved his green flag.  “Thank you very much 
for seeing me off”, said Mrs. Tickoo, “but you shouldn’t have run all the way.  Say 
goodbye to your mother for me” “Goodbye!” cried the children, as the train steamed 
out of the station.

34        The children had come to the station.
1. to meet Mr. Tickoo
2. to say goodbye  to Mrs. Tickoo
3. to receive Mrs.Tickoo
4. to give a gift to Mrs.
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35    The children were delayed because
1 the had to walk their way to the station
2 the train had arrived late
3 they had started late from home
4 their car had developed some trouble

36. The children’s mother could not reach the station because
1. The car had broken
2. She was held up at home
3. she couldn’t run fast enough
4. She didn’t want to meet Mrs. Tickoo

.
37. “The train steamed out of the station “means

1. The train produced a lot of steam
2. The train moved out of the station
3. The train arrived at the station
4. The train produced steam but did not move

38. From this passage, we gather that the children
1. were fond of Mrs. Tickoo
2. Did not care much for Mrs. Tickoo 
3. Hated Mrs. Tickoo a lot.
4. were happy that Mrs. Tickoo was leaving

39. Find out which part the sentence has an error.
 More leisure, as well as an abundance of Goods (a) / are attainable (b) / through automation (c) / No 
error (d).

1. a 2. b 3. c 4. d.

40. I shall write  (a) / to you (b) / when I shall reach Bangalore (c) / No error (d)
1. a 2. b 3. c 4. d
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KEY

1 2 21 2
2 1 22 3
3 1 23 3
4 3 24 4
5 1 25 4
6 2 26 2
7 2 27 1
8 2 28 2
9 2 29 2
10 1 30 4
11 3 31 1
12 4 32 2
13 2 33 3
14 1 34 2
15 2 35 4
16 3 36 3
17 4 37 2
18 4 38 1
19 3 39 2
20 4 40 3
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MODEL PAPER - 10

1. When we reached the village it ………….( become ) dark already

1) became 2)had become 3) was becoming 4) becomes

2. You seemed to be very tired. You ……………………take rest

1) must 2)can 3)should 4)have to

3. They go ………home every month.

1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.

4. Our leader is ………………unique person

1)  A 2) an 3) the 4) No article

5. she exclaimed that Anju danced very well

1) She said,” How well Anju dance!” 3) she commented, “ How Anju dances well”

2) She said, “ Anju dances very well” 4) she started, “ How well Anju danced”.

6. The president said that a lot of things had been done to accommodate them.

1) The president said” A lot of things are done to accommodate them”

2) The president said,” A lot of things have been done to accommodate them”

3) The president said,” A lot of things are  done and accommodate them”

4) The president said,” A lot of things are being done to accommodate them”

7. The grocer sells sugar

1) Sugar is sold by the grocer

2) Sugar are sold by the grocer

3) Sugar was sold by the grocer

4) Sugar were sold by the grocer

8. The farmer is ploughing the field

1) The field is being ploughed by the farmer

2) The field is  ploughing  by the farmer

3) The field was being ploughed by the farmer

4) The field  being ploughed by the farmer

9. ‘ Signature’ terminates with…….

1) A comma 3) a colon
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MODEL PAPER - 10

2) a full stop 4)  none

10. ‘Heading’ is written on the…………………..

1)    right hand side bottom corner 2)  right hand side top  corner 
3) Left  hand side top corner 4) left hand side bottom corner

11. Bhaskar missed a lot of classes. so, he has to work very hard to ………….with the others.

1) Catch of 2) catch at 3) catch on 4) catch up

12. Identify the silent letter in the word. etching 

1) t 2) c 3) h 4)g

13. Supply the missing letter in the following word. Pn……,……………,monia

1) iu 2)  eu 3)  ou 4) ea

14. Kavyanjali is friendly ………all her classmates.

1) By 2) with 3) for 4) in

15. Howard carter won the first man …………….the tomb.

1) in 2) by 3) in to 4) upon

16. Let us start now

1) Noun 2) adjective 3) adverb 4) conjunction

17. Oh  ! Have you got a radio gram?

1) conjunction 2)preposition 3)interjection 4) adverb

18. Identify the correctly spelt word

1) Satilite 2) satellite 3) satelite 4) satlite

19. Sikkim is one of the smallest states in India ( change in to positive degree) 

1) Sikkim is smaller than any other state in India

2) Sikkim is smaller than many other state in India

3) Very few states in India are a smaller Sikkim

4) No other state in India is so poor as Sikkim.

20. Identify the part of speech of the word produce

1) Noun 2) adjective 3) verb 4) adverb

21. Change the phonetic transcription in to English word / reprIZent/
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MODEL PAPER - 10

1) repent 2) refine 3) represent 4)report

22. /  I / sounds in 

1) boy 2) sign 3) nail 4) buy

23. “When does the train for Kolkata arrive “this is …………

1) An expression 2) a declaration 3) a suggestion 4) an enquiry

24. Your friend has lost his father. what would you say to him

1) don’t worry 2) I am sorry 3)these things happens 4) condolences

25. I have given my pair of shoes for……………………..

1) correcting 2)making 3) mending 4)repairing

26. Ravi could not meditate for long as his mind kept wondering ( the underlined word mean)

1) understand 2) concentrate 3) listen 4)Interest

27. Prodigy ( synonym )

1) wonder 2)exceptional 3) out standing 4)remarkable 

28. Choose the opposite word in meaning to the underlined word to fill in the blank

Take these stale buns away and brink the………….ones

1) new 2) fresh 3) good 4) sweet

29. You are wearing a new shirt. Your friend is looking at it with admiration. You know he likes it. What do you say?

1) You like my shirt do you? 3) You like my shirt, will you?

2) You like my shirt, don’t you?              4) you like my shirt, won’t you

30. Every should obey my order……………………..?

1) should  he? 2) shouldn’t he 3) shouldn’t she? 4) shouldn’t they

31. Which sentences is a simple sentence?

1) He follows the example which was set by his father

2) The example set by his father is followed by him

3) He follows his father’s example 4) his father example is being followed.

32. The school was opened by the collector ( change in to simple sentences) 

1) Collector had opened the school

2) Collector has opened the school
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MODEL PAPER - 10

3) collector opened the school

4) School opened the collector

33. What a …………….little child!

1) Handsome 2) pretty 3) beautiful 4) good looking.

Passage

The cockroach has learnt more about survival than any other creature. He can live any where , from the middle of 
the Sahara desert to the kitchens in freezing Labrador. The cockroach’s ability to survive comes from his ability to 
eat any thing. His tastes in food include everything from flower buds to shoes. He eats his own cast-off skin and 
ifthere is nothing else, dines on the eggs of his own species. He can live for a month with out any food or water. 
Nearly all cockroaches have wings. Even house hold species can fly when other means of escape fail-butf they 
mainly depend on six, powerful, short legs. What is most remarkable about the cockroach are his two antennae. 
They help him fell his way in the dark. They contain his sense of smell, detect food and water and when he is 
interested in a lady cockroach, he uses them to stroke her affectionately.

34. The cockroach can survive

1)In a Sahara desert                 2) in the kitchen having refrigerators

2)in hot as well as freezing cold temperatures    4) any  where 

35.A cockroach saves it self mainly

1)flying away with its wings 3)seeing the enemy through its antennae

2)running away with its quick legs 4) eating up the enemy

36.A cockroach feels its way in the dark with the help of Often adverse

1) its wings                2) its powerful legs 3) its antennae 4) its eye

37.If  a cockroach cannot get anything to eat, he even eats

1)flower buds 3) shoes

2)the eggs of the cockroach 4) cast- off skin

38.A male cockroach woos the lady cockroach by

1)Waving his antennae affectionately 3)dancing around her

2)Stroking her with his front legs 4)stroking her with his antennae

39.Propernouns should be started with……

1)Capital letter     2) small letters 3) italic letters 4) capital or small
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40.    Which of the sentences is corret

1)He is an n r i

2)He is an n.r.i

3)He is an N R I

4)He is an N. R. I

Key

               1) 2 2)    3 3)   4  4) 1 5)   1  6) 2

7) 1 8)  1 9)  4 10) 2  11) 4 12)  1

13)  2 14)  2 15) 3 16)  3 17)  3 18)  2

19) 3 20) 3 21) 3 22) 1 23) 4 24) 4

25)  3 26) 2 27) 1 28) 2 29) 2 30) 4

31) 3 32) 3 33) 2 34) 2 35) 2 36) 3

37) 2 38) 4 39) 1                 40) 4   
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1. The boy ……….. (bite) by a dog last week.

1) Bit 2) bitten 3) is bitten 4) was bitten

2. I ………run 5 miles an hour when I was young.

1) Can 2) could 3) should 4) would

3. My uncle can play ………flute very well.

1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.

4. Kalidasa is ………….shakeseare of India.

1) A 2) an 3) the 4) no article

5. They asked her where she had gone just then

1) They said to her,” where did you go just now?”

2) They said to her,” where was you gone the yesterday?”

3) They said to her,” where has you gone the yesterday?”

4) They said to her,” where have you gone just now?”

6. The police order the man to stop there.( change in D.S)

1) The police said to the man to stop there.

2) The police said to the man,” stop there”.

3) The police ordered man ,” stop there”

4) The police said to the man , “ you should stop there”

7. The party began we shall finish the whole work at six o’ clock

1) The whole work would be finished by us by 6 ‘o’clock.

2) The whole work will be finishing by us by 6 ‘o’clock.

3) The whole work will have been finished by us by 6 ‘o’clock.

4) The whole work will be finished by us by 6 ‘o’clock.

8. The chemist will have closed the shop by 8’o’clock

1) The shop will has been closed by the chemist by 8 ’o’ clock.

2) The chemist will have been closed the shop by  8 ’o’ clock.

3) The shop will have been closed by the chemist by 8 ’o’ clock.

4) The shop will have closed by the chemist by 8 ’o’ clock.

9. You last your bicycle . you write a letter to the police officer. The letter is……...

1) personal letter 2) business letter 3)  social letter 4) official letter
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10. Superscription is 

1) Address of the receiver 3) Address of the post office

2) Address of the writer 4) none

11. In 1857, a large part of the Indian Army…….their British masters.

1) Rose out 2) rose against 3)rose above 4) rose to

12. Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘through’

1) g 2) h 3) gh 4)  r

13. Some should help me. Other wise I can’tmove this stone( join the 2 sentences using “ unless”)  

1) I can’t move this stone unless some one helps me.

2) Unless some one moves the stone I can’t help

3) Unless  I  move the stone some one helps me.

4) I can’t help unless you move the stone. 

14. Venkatrao lived in a chicago …………1980 ……………. 1990.

1) From, and  2) between, to 3) form, to 4) from, for

15. Rakshna came to college……………foot

1) by 2)  in 3) on 4) upon

16.  She suddenly left the room during our conversation.

1) pronoun 2) conjunction 3)preposition 4) adverb

17. Helen was deaf too

1) adverb 2) preposition 3) adjective 4) conjunction

18. Identify the wrongly spelt word.

1) believe 2) achieve 3) concieve 4) relief

19. Hyd is longer than any other city in A.P( change in to superlative degree)

1) Hyd is the largest city in A.P.

2) No other city in A.P is so large as Hyd.

3) Very few cities in A.P are as large as Hyd.

4) Hyd is one of the largest cities in A.P

20. Find the part of sentence which has an error

Swifts ‘Gulliver’s travels’ (a) / have been read ( b) / by me ( c )/ several times ( d) 

1) d 2) c 3) a 4) b
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21. / b e  r I h  /change the phonetic transcription in to english word.

1) barley 2) boring 3) bearing 4 ) bringing

22. / b I t U k  n / change the phonetic transcription in to english word. 

1) betaken 2) bacon 3) betoken 4) broken

23. your friend kamal is very ill. You think it would be better for him to see a doctor( which of the following 
you choose to express the idea)

1) Kamal, shall see a doctor 3) Kamal, may see a doctor

2) Kamal, can see a doctor 4) Kamal,  ought to see a doctor

24. Your friend wants to borrow your car. You want to know the reason. What will you say?

1) why you want my scooter 3) you want my scooter,no!

2) Why do you want my scooter 4) why you wanted my scooter.

25. raghava did not attend college for 10 days( how do you ask the reason)

1) Why did not come to college? 3) why did not you come to college?

2) Why don’t you come to college? 4) why did not you came to college

26. ivan’s jacket was torn .polya had to …..the jacket.

1) repair 2) correct 3)make 4)mend

27. potpourri  ( synonym)

1) blend 2) join 3) club 4) fix

28. blasphemy ( Antonym )

1) irreverence 2) nimble 3)deference 4) powwow 

29. my family should appreciate my artistic nature,……….?

1) Should they 2) shouldn’t they? 3) shall they? 4) no

30. We have been learning……………….?

1) Have we? 2) haven’t we ? 3) don’t we? 4) do we ?

31. The floods having washed away many bridges, the transportation and communication were disrupted 
( complex form)

1) As the floods washed away many bridges, the transportation and communication were disrupted

2) The floods washed away many bridges, so  the transportation and communication were disrupted

3) As the transportation and communicated were  disrupted the floods washed away many bridges 

4) None of these 

32. If you repeat this, you will be suspended. ( compound form )
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1) You should not repeat this, otherwise your will be suspended.

2) You will be suspended, so you repeat.

3) You will repeat this through you is suspended.

4) You should repeat this and you will suspend.

33. Srinivas does not have money. He can’t buy a car .( change in to simple sentences)

1) Srinivas does not have enough money to buy a car.

2) Srinivas had enough money to buy a car.

3) Srinivas not have enough money to buy a car.

4) Srinivas have no money to buy a car.

Passage

Sir Isaac Newton was once deeply engaged in the study of difficult problem. That he would not 
leave it to go to breakfast with the family. His house keeper fearing that so long fasting would 
injure his health sent a maid-servant to boil for him an egg. In his study adding that she was to 
remain there till her master had eaten it. Sir Isaac, how ever would not allow her to stay, but 
sent her away. She left the egg by the side of Sir Isaac’s watch on the table. Asking him to let it 
boil for there minutes. Some time after wards on going to see if he had eaten the egg. She 
found Sir Isaac standing by the fire with egg in his hand and watch the boiling sauce-pan

34. Why was Newton unwilling to go to breakfast with the family?

1)As he did not like the members of that family.

2)As he not in the habit of taking breakfast with others.

3)As he had no time to spare

4) as he was engaged in solving a difficult a problem.

35.what did Newton’s house keeper do?

1)She sent a maid servant to boil the egg for Newton

2)She sent three boiled eggs

3)She watched Newton as he was boiling the watch 4) she left the place.

36.what did the maid servant do

1)She boiled the egg 3) she boiled the watch

2)She kept the egg on the table 4) she ate the boiled egg

37.who put the watch in the sauce-pan? 
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1)Sir Isaac Newton        2) the maid-servant  3) the house keeper     4) none of them

38.What did the passage teach us about?

1)The absent mindedness of Newton 4) attention of the maid servant

2)The carelessness of the house keeper 

3)The serious involvement of Newton in his  work

39.choose appropriate word

The government has appointed a ………to study the revision of pay scales of the employees.

1)committee                  2) conference      3) seminar            4)member ship

40.choose the right word

Mobilize your resources, your success depends on you’re………

1)Mobile        2) mobilize    3) mobility     4) mobilization.

Key

 1) 4 2)    2 3)   3  4) 3 5)   4  6) 2

7) 4 8) 3 9) 4 10) 1  11) 2 12) 3

13) 1 14) 3 15) 3 16) 3 17) 1 18) 3

19) 1 20) 4 21) 3 22) 3 23) 4 24) 2

25) 3 26) 4 27) 1 28) 3 29) 2 30) 2

31) 1 32) 1 33) 1 34) 4 35) 1 36) 2

37) 1 38) 4 39) 1                 40) 4ind
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